
Getting Around the Mobile Charge Capture Application 
Select a patient from your list. (If 
your list is long, use the Search 
field at the top of the screen.)

Select a different patient. Select a different module.

Use These Buttons to Get Around:
Patients: Go back to Patient 
List, or select a different 
patient.

 

Pending: Access to 
unsubmitted orders, draft 
notes, and unsigned 
documents.
Messages: Send/receive text 
messages to/from other 
providers.

 

Providers: Look up contact 
information for other Providers.

Settings: Settings to 
customize the application, plus 
options to Log Out, Sync, and 
Help.
View Modules: Select a 
different module for the current 
patient.
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When the View Modules 
screen appears, select a 
module (like Charges).

The Summary screen for the 
module appears. Select a charge 
to expose a pop-up menu.

The menu has options to 
add a new charge, edit, 
copy, or delete the charge.
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Tip: To show the Charge Status column, do this: 
Settings > Charges > Show Charge Status.

Reviewing Charge History 
You can review your patients’ charge status right on the Patient List, or in the Charges module.

Patient List Module Charges Module
The Charge Capture module shows detailed 
charge history for one patient at a time. 
Add New Charge Select to enter a charge for 

this date.
Date, Provider Name, 
Charge and Diagnosis 
codes and descriptions

You or another provider have 
entered a completed charge.

Indicates that the charge is a 
draft.

(A) An (A) after any charge code 
means that it was 
automatically posted.

(P) A (P) after any charge code 
means that it was 
automatically added as a 
result of a user completing a 
PQRS Clinical Metrics form.

The Patient List module contains a Charge 
Status column that shows the charge status for 
all patients on the list. Each icon represents a 
day.

 
No charges entered.

Completed charge has been entered.

 
Draft charge has been entered. 

Multiple visits on this day - at least one 
has charges entered.
No visit on this day - no charges 
expected.

Today (10/02)

Yesterday 10/01)

Day before
Yesterday (09/30)



Methods for Entering Charges and Diagnoses:
Option Description

Search: Search for the charge or diagnosis codes 
in the master code list, or enter them as free text.
Favorite Diagnoses or Favorite CPTs: Select 
from a list of charge or diagnosis codes that you 
have designated as your Favorites.
Existing Problems: Select diagnosis codes from 
a list of the patient’s Existing diagnoses (available 
for diagnosis codes only).
Pickers: Select the codes from the Charge Picker 
or Diagnosis Picker; a categorized list of codes 
that is designed specifically for your department.
Select the Custom button to choose a custom 
screen and then answer a series of questions to 
describe the services you provided.
Select the Macros button to quickly enter a “set” 
or “group” of charges, modifiers, and diagnoses.

Entering Charges for your Patients
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Basic Steps for Entering a Charge Transaction:
From the Charges module, follow these steps:

1. Start a new charge transaction using either method below:

a. Select a visit day row that says Add New Charge (1a).
b. Or, identify a visit day row that already has a charge, tap to expose the pop-up 

menu, and then tap the New option (1b).
2. Charges section: Enter charge codes using any of the methods described in the 

table to the right.

3. Diagnoses section: Enter diagnosis codes using any of the methods described in 
the table to the right. The patient’s previous diagnoses may be defaulted for you.
NOTE: In Steps 2 and 3, if you selected a category to “keep open,” then that category is 
displayed as the starting point.

4. Details section: Scroll down to the Details section to review transaction header 
information (like service date or billing provider). You can also enter comments or 
hold the transaction for review, if necessary.

5. (Optional) Select the Edits button to check your work for billing issues.

6. Choose how to save the transaction:

a. Select the Submit button (6a) to save as completed.
b. Or, select the Draft button (6b).
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Pickers 
(scroll down 
to see more)

Existing 
Problems (for 
diagnoses 
only)

Search/Free 
Text

Favorites

1b


